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Al^STRACT

This sludy of Conrad’s lioarl of aims aL a close Lextual 

¿inalysis of tlie relaLionship between Marlow and Kurtz, ttie two main 

cluiracters of the novel, and of the role civilisation plays in 

determining tlie fate of that relationship in the light Freudian theory 

sheds on the problems that arise from a reading of the novel.

Chapter one is an examination of an introductory nature. 

Attention is focused on previous liteг¿ıгy criticism on He/yrt u£ 

Darkness, and on what Freud himself has to say on the nature of 

civilisation and the indiv idual..

Chapter two aims at a close textucil analysis of the novel, 

particular attention being given to Mcirlow, wlio, after embarking on a 

journey in need of an assertion of his individuality, experiences a 

curious transformation of liis feelings during tlie journey.

Chapter three t.iikos up wliere Chapter l:wo leaves off. Attcnition is 

now focused; first on the identification between Marlow and Kurtz, 

secondly on Marlow’s rejection of wl)at Kurtz stands for, and lastly on 

his return to civilisat.ion.

Chapter four is a discussion and a summary of what has been said 

of the relationship l)etween Miirlow and Kurtz, and of the effect of 

civilisation on that relationsliip.



ÖZET

Bu tez Conrad’iII Karanlıkm  Yüreği adlı eserindeki iki ana 

karakter -Marlow ve Kurtz- arasındaki ilişkiyi textüel anaJiz yoluyla 

incelemeyi amaçlamaktadır. Bunu yaparken, bu ilişkinin ortaya koyduğu 

sorunlar Ereudcu yöntemden yararlanılarak çözümlenmeye çalışılmıştır.

Birinci bölüm giriş niteliğindedir. Bu bölümde Karanlığın 

Yüreği’ne ilişkin yapılmış edebi eleştirilerden ve Freud’un uygarlık 

ve bireyin doğasına ilişkin kuramından söz edilmiştir.

İkinci bölüm romanın ayrıntılı textüel analizini amaçlamaktadır. 

Bu bölümde ağırlık, bireyliğini vurgulama amacıyla bir yolculuğa 

-fizikötesi düzlemde de- çıkan, ancak daha sonra önemli bir değişime 

uğrayan Marlow’a verilmiştir.

Üçüncü bölüm ikinci bölümün devamı niteliğindedir. Bu defa 

ağırlık ilk olarak Marlow ve Kurtz arasında gelişen özdeşleşmeye, daha 

sonra Marlow’un Rurtz’un simgelediği olguyu reddine, son olarakta 

Marlow’un uygarlığa geri dönüşüne verilmiştir.

Dördüncü ve son bölüme Marlow ve Kurtz arasındaki ilişkiye dair 

söylenilenlerin ve uygarlık kavramının bu ilişki üzerindeki etkisinin 

incelenmesinin özeti olarak bakılabilir.
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Chapter 1 

General

Conrad \s llear L ol c:an be looked upon as 

operating on a highly symbolic level, being, under the surface 

structure, a description of a journey into the unconscious, into 

the darkness of the Freudian ui) over which man is supposed to 

maintain conscious control under normal circumstances·^ This 

implies tliat when the individual somehow achieves complete 

freedom and gains access to his unconscious, having been deprived of 

the external checks imposed by society, he is confronted with a 

multitude of mysterious and normally repressed forces. These forces 

can be said to constitute the essence of the inner self or the _id, 

which links man with the primordial and the unknown, and which acts 

as an incentive to whcit we do and think, whether good or evil. The 

primal element of the human psychical apparatus, the id contains, 

according to Freud:

everything that is inherited, that is present at birth, that is 

laid down in the constitution -above all, tlierefore the 

instincts, which originate from the somatic organisation and 

wliich find a first psychical expression here (in the i.d) in 

forms unknown to us. ^

The id, wholly unconscious ¿vnd irrational, home of 

instinctual desires, socially unacceptable drives, has close 

ties witli the e^p, the rational and conscious part of the psychical 

structure. Wrote Freud:



lu reJal.lon l.o the id, the ¡)erforms tfie task of self- 

preservation by gaining control over the demands of the 

instincts, by deciding whether they are to be allowed 

satisfaction, by postponing that satisfaction, to times and 

circumstances favourable in the external world or by suppressring 

their excitations entirely* ^

Thus, mental life can be viewed as a field of battle* The 

conflict between the instinctual, desires contained within the id and 

the repression carricnl out by Uic ego at tlie behest of the ’’external 

world,” e.g.,civilisation, produce in the individual’s mind dreams or 

even neurotic sympl.oms as a means whereby these repressed forces 

manifest themselves* This conflict between the i(j which demands 

direct satisfaction of instinctual desires and the ego as a means of 

repressing them arises in fact as a corollary of the 

incompatibility of individual wishes and societal demands. Therefore, 

it would appear that civilisation can ultimately be viewed as a 

larger kind of egg that employs the individual’s egg as a means 

of repression on the jji*

Thus, out of the incompatibility of a direct 

gratification of the individual’s wishes and the demands of the 

civilised world to renounce such direct gratification, a terrible 

conflict arises between the individual and society, the mtuins 

whereby the conflict can be solved being a dream on the part of the 

individual*

The story told in HearJ. g.f Darkness involves Marlow’s setting 

on a journey into the unconscious, the unknown and mysterious forces



oT which, as sLaled above, Ccin only manifesl Lheinseives eibher in 

dreams or even in neuroLic symptoms. in fact, Mariow^s narrative 

has a dream-1 ike qiuiiity to it, as j)ointed out by Albert J. 

Guerard:

The true night journey Ccin occur (except during aiuiiysis) only in 

sleep or in the waking dream of a profoundly intuitive mind. 

Marlow insists more than is necessary on tlie dream-like 

quality of his narrative. ”lt seems to me 1 cim trying to tell you 

a dream -making a vain attempt, because no relcition of a 

dream ca.n conv(\y th(i dream scnisal. i on, l>hat commingling of 

absurdity, surprise, and bewilderment in a tremor of 

struggling revolt....” ^

The assumption that the narrative is that of a Journey 

within is further supported by K.K. Ruthven:

Certainly the Journey u[) the Congo as Conrad describes it is 

something in the nature of a psychic voyage into the innermost 

recesses of the mind, to a point at which European morcility has 

not even begun to operate. ^

Of the figures MarJow comes across in quest of liis inner self, 

Kurtz appears to be the one in wliose person the unconscious revals 

itself most clearly. indeed, it is in Kurtz that the fatal 

confrontation of the individual with his unconscious is fully 

illustrated. Having come f̂ ice to face with his unconscious and 

acliieved complete freedom from the dictates of the civilised world, 

Kurtz, a being to whose making ¿ill Europe has contributed, looks



wlLliin h.iinsc.ir and hoconuis a roproson Lai ion oL Llio Lol.aiJ.y dosLruoLLvo 

but iatenl elemenl in the human characler, as his actions perfectly 

illustrate. It is at this point that the assertion of individuality 

is realised; Kurtz becomes something different from an 

ordinary, run-of-the mill individual cind takes on an almost 

abstract significance. The moment he looks within himself and 

breaks free from extermil control mechanisms, Kurtz becomes a 

representation of the Freudi^in id, with the qualification that there 

is definitely a tragic dimension to his character because lie is ¿in 

ex trciordinar i ly percept, i.ve cre<ituro ab 1 e to see througli the

deception, hciving matured beyond hunicinity. K.K. kuthven ¿idmits Lhcit 

Kurtz becomes a representation of the totally destructive in tlie 

human heart:

Kurtz surrenders his Kuropean heritage, exploits the luitives by 

making them tliink him ¿x god, ¿ind ab¿ındons the moral values in 

which lie luis been educated by participating in certain 

unspecified but ’’unspeakable rites” (p. .118) .

However, a few lines later, Ruthven talks of the heroism of 

Kurtz as the exceptionally perceptive individual who, having matured 

beyond the re¿ılm of commonpLace huiiuin knowledge, beyond humanity, 

chooses to die:

It is possible to reg¿ırd Kurtz as the hero of this story 

because he not only has the courage to reject the obsolete 

values of a dying civilisation, but risks destruction by facing 

the unknown ¿uid tcickling it on its own (,erms; and if Kurtz is 

the hero, Hear_t of Darkness is implicitly ¿in att¿ıck on the



values of wester'ii sociel.y and ¿in annunclcition of the Scivage God.^ 

A siiniicxr opinion is offered by J. Guetti lo the effect thcit 

by rejecting civiiiscition, its iiiorcils ¿ind ideas, Kurtz becomes

¿1 god-like figure, towering above coinnionp 1 aceness, ¿uid knowing ¿ill: 

Kurtz’s ’’degradcition” is not the tradioiuii result of a

mor6il failure; it is "exalted ¿ind incredible," perhaps god

like; it is the effect of his setting himself apcxrt from tlie 

e¿гrth -cipcxrl, even, from the icinguage of the e¿гrth with which 

he luid such m¿ıgnificent facility.... And in releasing liimself 

from this general morciiity, Kurtz has illustrated not only the 

possibility of such a rele<ise but also, as Marlow suggests, the 

possible inadequacy and irrelevance of morality to ail men.8 

The difference between Marlow ¿ind Kurtz is that the former is 

able to exercise throughout his journey, and at the cliiiuix of it, ¿i 

restrciint of wliich Kurtz is incapable, and which he has no

intention of exercising any more. Though Marlow, too, feels the 

power of the wilderness ¿ind Ccinnot but identify with Kurtz ¿is ¿i 

representation of it, he returns to his "civilised" society, hciving 

gained a certfxin amount of knowledge, through Kurtz, of his ¿ind/or 

mcin’s inner self ¿ind of linin’s unbounded ccıp¿ıcity for evil. We ¿ire 

given to understand th¿ıt tlie (wi.l in the human he¿ırt, the i_d under the 

grand f¿ıcade of the ego Imŝ  a tendency to surface whenever it has 

the opportunity to break free from the artifici¿ıl exteriicil checks 

of the superstructure, of the civilised world.

The story ends with Marlow’s return to civilisation, his 

capacity for self-control, restraint, and inborn strength lurving



boon tcsled. True that, his uivoivement wiLh KurLz amounts to a p.1ung€i 

into tlıç} dephts of liis own soul, that his consequent identification 

with Kurtz almost, kills him, causing liim to go tlirough a fatal 

struggle against deatli, and tliat ail his former assumptions about 

man ¿ire sliatterod. And yet Marlow returns to civiJ Isation. How does 

one answer tlio obvious question whether M¿irlow is just another 

complacent Victori(in? WJiy does he choose to lie to Kurtz’s Intended 

¿it the end of the story? Wtnat liappens to Marlow that lie decides to 

go back after ¿ill his journey puts him through?

The possible ¿xnswers to tlie above questions lie in ¿i 

preliminary analysis of Marlow’s clnuracter. Thonuis Hardy Lô ihey 

speaks of the heightening sense of guilt Freud saw in members of 

society:

In ¿X phivxse, the tox̂ ic of Civilisation and ,ij}s Discontents is

the unhappiness of civilised people· Wrote Freud: ’’The sense

of guilt is the most important problem in the development of

civilisation and..· the price we pay for our advance in

civilis¿ition is a loss of happiness through the heightening of a

sense of guilt.” ihicli person seeks happiness, and according

to Freud the strongest feelings of luappiness come from direct

satisfaction of our Instinctual ... desires. Givilis¿ıtioπ,

however, demands tliat we renounce to l¿ırge degree such
9direct gratification....

The inliibitloris of a compl^acent society ¿ind what it has done to 

other cultures, its repressive stance towards the individual, have 

made Marlow a keenly perceptive and vulnerable character, and that



soems to be the reason why ho embarks on a journey in ttie first 

place, great emphasis being placed, as has been stated, on the dream-* 

like quality of the journey tliroughout. It seems that Miirlow, 

whose difference from the other characters in the novel -with 

the exception of Kurtz- is his capacity for moral 

discrimination and a greater power of perception, cliooses to start 

on a journey into the unconscious, nearly succeeds in a complete 

identification with Kurtz/tlie wilderness, but in the end loses the 

war, being unable to mature beyond humanity as Kurtz does*

Victorian complacency in particular, or rather the civilised world in 

general, does away with Marlow’s chance to utter what Kurtz was 

able to utter as to the hidden truth in the human heart. As James

Guetti points out, Marlow’s return to civilisation ultimately

implies a failur*e on his part:

Although he struggles into the lieart of darkness, declares

his sympiithetic allegiance to Kurtz, watches the nuin die,

and journeys out again, he ends where he began.

Furthermore, this quest, this journey within is not merely one 

of Marlow’s discovery of tlie inner self, but rather the journey of 

all civilisation from its then‘-present state back to its original, 

primitive roots. In other words, just as Kurtz can be viewed as the 

Freudian id let loose, so western civilisiition can be interpreted as 

the material manifestation of the abstract Freudian concept of ego; 

under the surface structure of civilisation lies a brute force 

which is all too ready to exercise its unbounded capacity for 

destruction the moment it has broken away from a controlling



mechanism. Tlirough its "civilised" representatives, western 

civilisation eats at the heart of Africa, destroys it, plunders its 

wealth under the pretext of civilising it. In other words, Africa is 

where the id of civilisation is released from under the grand facade 

of the ego. the truth of which only Kurtz is totally able to face 

as J. Tessitore points out:

Kurtz has confronted the dark truth that the cultural claims of 

the group are irreconcilable with tlie individual’s claim to 

freedom, and the vision grows still darker by the 

individual’s willingness to put his desires before those of the 

community whenever it is physically possible to do so. Kurtz is 

willing to subjugate and exploit the tribes of the interior 

just as all Europe is willing to take part in the gruesome 

rape and slaughter of tlie entire Congo.

While it is true that Marlow thinks of Kurtz as being hollow and 

lacking restraint until tlie moment he starts identifying with 

him, Kurtz, who might have been just another "papier-mache 

Mephistopheles"(p.36), gains a different, and ultimately tragic 

dimension, being a man able to see through the surface reality, to 

recognise the horror of the lie in man’s -civilisation’s- heart, 

and finally to choose death as the only xjossible alternative to 

escape from a nightmare existence, a fact supported by J. 

Tessitore’s statement:

At the moment of his death Kurtz confronts the most untenable 

reality of all -tJiat the civilisation to which he once 

subscribed, together with all its policemen and kind



neighbours and public opinion, is iLsoif an InslrumenL of pure 

brute force.

Therefore, Kurtz should be viewed not only as a towering 

representcition of the Freudiaii id under the surface of western

civilisation, but also as a tragic liero, cruslied under the burden 

of the glimpsed truth, the tt'uth of the horror in the human heart.



Marlow and the Question of a Nightmare Existence

Chapter 2

In Çi_vLİJJ:̂ <yU:On çmçI Discontents, Freud writes of an

increasing sense of guilt on the part of the individual as the

most important problem in the development of civilisation. 

He sees an unbridge¿ıb I e g¿ıp between the instinctual desires 

of the individual and the dem<inds of civilisation on the

individual to renounce the possibility of the direct gratification 

of those desires. Consequently, the internalisation of the demands 

of civilisation burdens tlie individual with a lieightening sense of 

guilt for liis immoral thoughts as well as actions, '’immoral" being 

the Icibel with which civilisation forces the individual to 

sacrifice the possil)ility of the direct gratification of

his instinctual desires, and thus lose his happines. On the other 

hand, it would appear that without a means of restraining the 

potential aggression the individual is capable of, civilisation runs 

the risk of dissolving into a state of a war of all against all. 

Therefore, civilisation can be Sciid to present a dilemma for the

individual from which there is no easy way out. On the one hand, 

civilisation is the protector of tlie individual, while on the 

otlier it denuuids that the individual should feel guilty Cor his 

’’immorality". It seems that civilisation demands unhappiness and a 

guilt-ridden mind and even neurosis in return for its protection. And 

yet there might be a way out for tlie guilt-ridden, bored, 

almost neurotic individual as in Marlow’s case. Freud viewed dreams as 

the individual’s means of expressing and fulfilling his wishes, the

1

10
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rei.)ression of wliich by civilisation lieJps create a guilty conscience· 

In other words, wluit Marlow does at the beginning is to renounce 

civilisation and return to a state where a guilt-free existence may 

be possible. And this he does by dreaming a dream. The dream is his 

way out, it is tlie means he makes use of in an attempt to find his 

inner self, to understand the truth in the human heart.

But the dream comes to an end. Miirlow gives up on the idea, 

ending up at the place where he had started, e.g., in the civilised 

world from which he had decided to escape. Altliough Marlow gains a 

certain amount of knowledge, and even succeeds in ci temporary 

identification with Kui'tz, he cannot mature beyond humanity as 

Kurtz does. Marlow proves too complacent in the end. It is only 

Kurtz who dreams the dream to the end.

1

Marlow, the bored individual, searches for a way out. While 

speaking of the Romans who had conquered Britain, then an unknown wild 

island, he calls them ’’men enough to face tlie darkness” (p. 12). 

Marlow wants to f̂ ice tlie darkness; he admits that he is fascinated 

by the idea of finding a way out of the civilised world to get in 

touch witli the place of darkness:

It had become a place of darkness. But there was in it one 

river especially, a mighty big river, that you could see on 

the map, resembling an immense snake uncoiled.... And as I 

looked at the map of it in a sliop-window, it fascinated me as 

a snake would a bird -a silly little bird.... The snake
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had cliarined me. (p.l4)

Miirlow is aware that lie must have the courage to try to break 

free from civilisation in order to see througli his exterior, to find 

his inner self, and finally to possibly gratify his wishes as an 

individual. It seems tiiat Jie has grown aware that what calls itKself 

civilisation is in fact a means of exerting brute force and of 

negating other cultures:

The conquest of the earth, whicli mostly means the taking it 

away from those who have a differcnrt complexion or slightly 

flatter noses tiian ourselves, is not a pretty thing when you 

look in to i t too much. (p.13)

The problem with Marlow is that lie does look into it too much 

and consequently feels the need to assert himself as an individual in 

the place of darkness.

Marlow has in fact gone as far as feeling deep down inside that 

civilisation, the so-called bringer of light, has already died, which 

comes to mean that it is devoid of any means or values wlioreby the 

individual can gratify his wishes. When Marlow crosses the Channel to 

show liimself to his employers, lie arrives in a city ’’that always 

makes me t-hi/ik of a whited so[)ulchrĉ ”(p. 16) < Civilisation exhibits 

all signs of having turned into a wasteland where nothing vital, 

nothing individual is possible. Marlow finds the Company’s offices 

”in a narrow and deserted street in deep shadow, high houses, 

innumerable windows with Venetian blinds, a dead silence”(p.16). He 

goes up ”a swept and luiganiished staircase, as arid as a desert” 

(p.l7). There is ’’something ominoUwS in the atmosphere. It was just
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as though I had been let into some conspiracy -I don’t Jaiow-* 

something not quite right”(p.17). Everything in the centre of 

civi 1 iŝ ition is arid, waste, uitimatoly dead as corpses in a 

sepulchre. Thus, Marlow is re¿ıdy to leave the arid, atmosphere,

sensing its deadness at tlie core. The ominous atmosphere Marlow 

feels liiinself surrounded with is emphasised by R.A, Gekoski cis well:

He finds, at the offices of the steamship company in Firussels, an 

atmosphere reeking . with images of death, and is sensitive 

enough to note the ’’ominous” citmosphere; he is far from 

deterred, however, ¿ind leaves Brussels.

To Marlow, what redeems civilisation and its activities 

directed against individuals is only:

an idea at tlie back of it; not a sentimental pretence but an 

idea; an unselfish belief in the idea -something you can set up, 

and bow down before and offer a sacrifice to .... (p.l3)

But does the idea really redeem civilisation? is the means 

whereby civilisation supports itself, e.g., the mere cogs in the 

machine, the men in Africa , capable of unselfish belief? The 

answers to these questions lies in an analysis of the behaviour of 

civilised men in Africa.

n

As a means whereby Marlow, the individual, can assert 

himself, express and perhaps ultimately fulfill his wishes, Marlow’s 

dream, his journey into the unconscious, starts, providing Marlow 

with the opportunity to utter words as to the true meaning of the 

experience:
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It was Lhe farthesL point of navigation and the culminating 

point of my experience. It seemed to throw a kind of light on 

everything about me -and into my thoughts. (p.l4)

The dream-like quality of Marlow’s narrative and the cr‘eation of 

a dreamscape through naturcil descriptions point out the fact that 

Marlow really dreams ¿i dream and that the drecim-journey provides the 

individual with an opportunity to find his inner seif. Marlow 

places great emphasis on the dream-like quality of his story:

Do you see the story? Do you see ¿inything? it seems to me 1 am 

trying to tell you a dream -making a vain attempt, because no 

rekition of a dt'oain can convey tlie dream sensation, tliat 

commingling of absurdity, surprise, and bewilderment in a tremor 

of struggling revolt, that notion of being captured by the 

incredible which is the very essence of dreams.... (p.37)

When Marlow sets off upstream with the aim of finding and 

relieving Kurtz at tlie Inner Station, he feels he is thoroughly 

immersed in a dream, ’’cut off for ever from everything you had known 

once - somewhere - far awciy - in another existence periuips” (p. 45 ). To 

Marlow:

Going up that river wiis like travelling back to the earliest 

beginnings of the world, when vegetation rioted on the earth 

and the big trees were kings.... Tliere were moments when 

one’s past came back to one, as it will sometimes when you have 

not a moment to spare to yourself: but it came in the siuipe 

of an unrestful and noisy dream, remembered witli wonder 

amongst the overwhelming realities of this strange world of
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plants, and water, and siieiuje. (p.̂ 15)

The dream seems to be tlie only opportunity offered to the 

individual to find a reality of his own, to see himself and others 

around him for what they really are· To repeat, that is the reason 

why Marlow calls the dream "the culminating point of my 

experience"(p·14).

Western civilisation is supposedly a bringer of light. 

Redeemed by "an idea at tlie back of it"(p,13), the conquest of 

other cultures is Justifiable as long as the application of the 

idea is carried out by representatives with an "unselfish belief" 

(p.l3) in the idea. However, it seems that the application of the 

idea in an environment wliere there are no external checks has 

helped civilisation to nicxke a сгсюк on the grand facade; the

representatives, the bringers of light, e.g.,civilisation and its 

values, inhibitions, have gone berserk. In other words,

civilisation, the centur i es-old accumuIcition of values,

repressions, refinements, lias in Africa found an opportunity to test 

its own inner strengtli and run amuck as witness the activities of

its instruments which are suffused with an incredible amount of

egotism. The idea does not redeem civilisation. The exterior falls 

in. The id is let loose, finds the ego already dead, and

consequently is holJow, incatiable of doing anything effectual, 

anything vital.

As Marlow penetrates deeper into the dream-journey he becomes 

more and more ¿шаге of the truth in the [̂ ¿irt of civilisation, or
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rather in the heart of the individual, since civilisation is only a 

construct made up of the accumulation of values, thoughts, and 

activities of the individuell. The ultiniiite question is wliether 

Marlow can stand the idea of maturing beyond humanity and eventually 

resolve to die -like Kurtz- rather than go back and be complacent 

as before, even though he gains knowledge of the truth.

The seemingly noble purpose of tlie conquest of Africa, and 

of its instruments amounts to nothing. The Central Station strikes 

Marlow as ominous, purposeless, and unreell:

There was an air of plotting about that stiition, but nothing 

came of it, of course. It was as unreiil as everything else 

-as the philanthropic pretence of the whole concern, as their 

talk, as their government, as their show of work, (p.34)

Nothing happens even though the Ы  of civilisation has been 

released in Africa. As Marlow sails down the coast at the beginning 

of his journey, he comes across a French man-of-war firing into the 

continent:

In the empty immensity of the earth, sky, and water there she 

was, incomprehensible, firing into a continent. Pop, would go 

one of the six-inch guns; a small flame would dart and vanish, 

a little white smoke would disappear, a tiny projectile would 

give a feeble screech -and nothing hcippened. Nothing 

could happen. (p.22)

Marlow feels that the devil he is about to become ¿icquainted 

with on the continent, the devil/id of civilisation is of ¿1 

’’flabby, pretending, weak-eyed” sort (p.24). It is the devil of a
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’’rapacious ¿ind pitiless fol ly” (p· 24) .The above statement is

inextricably linked with the idea tlmt civilisation is dead, that 

even though its devil/id is released in an environment with no

external checks, it can accomplish nothing, being null and void.

The work goes on, mines go oil, but all activities related to 

civilisation have no purpose or effect whatsoever. The agents of 

civilisation, personifications of the ’’flabby devil” do nothing, 

either, except to keep up appecircinces. Marlow finds all of tliem hollow 

through and through. What Marlow calls ’’backbone” ( p. 26) is only the 

abili ty to keep ’’starched coll¿гrs and got-up sliirt-fronts” (p. 26). Are 

they really what Marlow calls them? Are they ’’backbone” and

furthermore ’’achievements of character”(p.26)? Do they not

rather point out the fact that ¿ill civilisation ¿imounts to 

nothing, that under the exterior it is ¿is nothing, be it the devil/id 

of it, or its cultured, refined surf ¿ice?

Marlow comes across nuiny ¿in instraiment of the ”fl¿ıbby

devil”(p.24). The brickmaker of the Central Station strikes

Marlow ¿IS a ’’papier-mache Mephistopheies” (p. 36) , just as every other 

instrument lie meets on his way to Kurtz:

It seemed to me that if I tried I could poke my forefinger

through him, and would find nothing inside but ¿i little loose 

dirt, maybe. (p.36)

The ^^^^'¿ido Exploring Expedition Marlow meets while waiting 

for his rivets further empliasises the fact tliat tlie idea ¿it tlie back 

of the conquest does not ¿ind cannot justify it bec¿ıuse civil is¿ıt ion 

is already dead:
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To tear treasure out of the bowels of the lan<i was their desire, 

with no more mora] purpose at the back of it than there is in 

burglars breaking into a safe. (p*̂ ll)

In Africa, civilisation has kicked itself free, but in 

consequence lost its unselfish belief in the idea, and so have the 

instruments, because it is a sluiiu already dê id along with the 

Instruments. Only that they cannot recognise the obvious fact* It 

takes a m¿ın man enough to face tlie diirkness. It is Kurtz, and it 

could have been Marlow.

Ill

Can the Marlow of the previous boring, repressive existence 

benefit from the journey witliin? True that he senses even before 

setting off that civilisation is dead, that in consequence the 

devil/iji of it is ineffectual and dead as well, and that he feels 

deep down ”just the faintest trace of a response to the terrible 

f rankness’’(p. 47) of the call of the wild. And most important of all, 

in the character of Kurtz, Marlow meets the most remarkable human 

being he has ever known and will ever know. He even manages to 

identify with this larger-'than-life creature, though only on a 

temporary basis* In spite of all this, incredible as it seems, 

Marlow chooses to go back to the other nightmare existence although 

ho seems to prefer at the beginning the nightmare Kurtz offers him. 

Why is it that Marlow goes back? Why is it that Marlow, perhaphs 

deliberately, chooses to obliterate his cluince to find, once and for 

ail, his true identity? There can only be one simple answer to
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questions of this sort; that Marlow cannot mature beyond 

humanity -unlike Kurtz- and complacency gets the better of him in 

the end. Tlie last laugh belongs to civilisation, even though on 

returning to it, Marlow still feels its deadness.

In fact, after tlie initial act of embarking on his journey to 

get aŵ iy from the oppressively close and ominous atmosphere of 

Europe, Marlow’s subsequent mode of narration seems to follow in a 

confused and/or confusing vein in that a conflict arises between the 

original aim of the journey and an inordinate emphcisis on the 

significance of work and restraint.

To Marlow, the significance of work can only be understood 

if one is able to regard work as something with which the inner truth 

can be liid, despite tlie fact that his initial statement seems to put 

forth the view that work is what helps one to find one’s own reality:

I don’t like work -no man does- but 1 like what is in the work, 

-the cliance to find yourself. Your own reality -for yourself, 

not for others, whal. no other man can over know. (p.39)

However, the view forwarded by the above statement is suddenly 

contradicted by what seems to be a more candid one; wliat is important 

to Marlow now is the ability to hide reality under the ’’mere 

incidents” of the surface, work turns to monkey tricks:

When you have to attend to things of the sort, to the mere 

incidents of the surface, tlie reality, I tell you -fades. Tlie 

inner truth is hidden -luckily, luckily. But I felt it all the 

same; I felt often its mysterious stillness watching me cit 

my monkey tr i cks. (p.4 5)
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This coiiTused sl:aiice adopLed by Marlow is given particular 

attention by СЛЗ.Сох, After quoting the above statements by Marlow^ he 

asks:

Is work ’̂monkey tricks'’ or self-discovery? Is the wilderness the 

prim^iry reality, and Marlow’s occupation on the steamboat
о

merely an artificial fiction which conceals the truth from him? 

What has happened to Marlow? Why this sudden celebration of

the ability to hide the inner truth under the surface? Marlow seems to 

be confused, as to what he really wants to do; to find his inner 

truth or repress it? The latter part of the novel revolves around 

this question and Marlow’s doomed struggle to find an answer to the 

question. And indeed the world "luckily," repeated twice as

if to emphasise the ca7idour of the Marlow of civilisation, gives one 

a sense of foreshadowing of the events to come; Marlow is going to 

lose the war.

Anotlier key word that reveals Marlow’s candour appears in his 

final assessment of Kurtz towards the end of the novel:

True he had made that last stride, he had stepped over the edge, 

wliiie 1 had been permitted to draw back my hesitating foot. And 

perhaps in this is the whole difference; perhaps all tJie wisdom, 

and all the truth, and all sincerity, are just compressed 

into that inappreciable moment of time in which we step

over the threshold of the invisible. (p.89)

The word "hesitation" helps define Marlow as an individual, 

wlio, though with great powers of perception and a broad vision, hides 

the inner truth under the surface and is "permitted" to drew
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back Ills licsl (.al in.̂’ Tool I'roni [A\c. o(.lg‘(̂ oT Uio abyss. Marlow Iwis no 

other choice Uian to g'o back in the end.

Why does Marlow liesitcite? And why is lie ’’permitted" to draw 

himself back? In other words, what guarantees Marlow’s dr̂ iwiiig his 

foot back, even when lie nearly succeeds in an identification with 

Kurtz?

Part of the answer has been given above; work, monkey tricks 

help one to hide the truth under the mere incidents of the surface, 

'the remainder oi‘ the a.nswei‘ can b(̂ found in Marlow’s ideii. of 

restraint that stops him from making "that last stride" tluit 

Kurtz feels free to iiicike. And yet the ultimate question is: is

restraint necessary after ail? Is it not better to step over the 

edge, and thus mature beyond humanity, when you have looked 

deep into the abyss of the human heart?

This, ol’ courses, iK'cess i l.ates an (̂ \am i na(> ion of Idie 

relationship between Kurtz and Marlow. While the former chooses 

to step over the edge, the latter refuses to. Therefore, an analysis

of the relationship -of the eventual identification, too- and of

the effect of the concept of restraint on that relationsliip must be 

made.



The Resolution Offered by a Choice of Nightmares

Up to the point where the foundations of their intimacy are 

laid, Marlow seems to be continually taken ¿iback by Kurtz 

misdemeanour, of whom he thinks as an extremely enlightened 

European, as evidenced by what ail the other agents have to say of 

him. To the chief accountant of the Outer Station, Kurtz is a ’'very 

remarkable person”(p.26). The station manager thinks of Kurtz 

as an ’'exceptional man, of the grocitest importance to the company” 

(p.32). The brickmaker calls him a ’’prodigy, an emissary of pity and 

science and progress, and devil knows what else”(p,33). Later on, he 

attaches to Kurtz the label of a ’’universal genius”(p.38). We learn 

that ”his mother was half-English, his father was half-French. Ail 

Europe contributed to the making of Kurtz” (p. 64), and that ’’most 

appropriately the International Society for the Suppression of

Savage Customs had intrusted him with the making of a report, for its 

future guidance”(p.64).

However, Marlow’s curiosity as to what would happen to Kurz, 

’’who had come out equipped with moral ideas of some sort” (p. 41), 

is satisfied and his mind baffled when lie learns that Kurtz has 

turned:

his back suddenly on tlie lieadquarters, on relief, on thoughts of 

home perhaps; setting his face towards the depths of the 

wilderness, towards his empty and. desolate stafion. (p.43) 

Confused, Marlow admits:”! did not know the motive.”

chapter 3

22
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I

Travelling upriver, Marlow sounds in a sudden outburst, of emotion 

“in keeping with his initial aim to journey out to Africa- his 

confusion over whetiier to respond to the terribJe frankness of a 

primordial call, which nuiy perhaps be viewed as a foreshadowing of 

his eventual identification with Kurtz.

but if you were man enough you would admit to youi-self tliat 

there was in you just tlie faintest trace of a response to 

tlie terrible frankness of that noise, a dim suspicion of tliere 

being a meaning in it whicli you -you so remote from the night of 

first ages- could comprehend. And why not? (p.47)

This passionate exclamation belongs, of course, to the Marlow of 

old, to the repressed individual in search of his inner self. But 

bis confusion over whether to find and face his inner truth or hide

it continues as witness the fact that this possible response to the

wilderness is lield in check first by the discovery of tlie book 

written by the old sailor, who lias restrained himself by not giving 

in to the wilderness, having been able to write a book in the middle 

of it:

Not a very enthralling book; but at the first glance you could 

see there a singleness of intention, an honest concern for 

the right way of going to work.... (p.50)

Then by the baffling restraint of the savage crew who are

starving to death, having nothing to eat on the journey upriver:

And I saw that sometliing restraining, one of those human
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secrets that baffle probability, had come into play there»·.. 

Restraint! I would just as soon have expected restraint from 

a hyena prowling amongst the corpses of a battle field. But 

there was the fact facing me. (p.54)

And finally by the peculiar kind of restraint of the manager who 

sounds utterly sincere to Marlow when he talks of his possible 

desolation should anything bad happen to Kurtz:

I looked at him, and had not the slightest doubt lie was sincere. 

He was just the kind of man who would wish to preserve 

appearances. That was his restraint. (p.55)

So, for the time being, the concept of restraint overpowers the 

possibility of an identification with the wilderness, which would, 

of course, mean an identification with Kuj*tz as well.

Upon this, Marlow’s bafflement over Kurtz’s behaviour 

turns to a positive distrust of him as an invidual who h¿ıs 

possibly gone berserk: Marlow has been overpowered by restraint, a 

concept of great significance for the civilised world.

Marlow claims that Kurtz has been taken in hand by the 

wilderness, that a lust for material possessions, ivory in this 

case, has been eating at liis heart:

The wilderness had patted him on the head, and behold, it was 

like a ball; it had caressed him, and -loi- he had withered; it 

had taken him, loved him, embraced him, got into his veins, 

consumed his flesh, and sealed his soul to its own by 

the inconceivable ceremonies of some devilish intimation. He was 

its spoiled and pampered favorite, (p.62)
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Marlow is of Lh(i decided opinion LhaL KurLz is tJie victim of an 

identity crisis; he luis sacrificed his Phiropean integrity as a 

responsible and concerned citizen to an incredible egotism caused by 

his lust for power and material possessions:

You should have heard him say, ”My ivory. Oh yes, 1 heard him. 

”My Intended, my ivory, my station, my river, my-” 

everything belonged to him. (p.62)

Marlow’s opinion tliat Kurtz has been claimed by the 

wilderness for its own through ’’some devilish intimation” is 

furthered by the following statement to the effect that Kurtz’s 

material possessions are as nothing in themselves; what counts is the 

fact that a European, a civilised man, has been besieged and taken 

captive by the wilderness.

Everything belonged to him -but that was a trifle. The thing was 

to know what he belonged to, how many powers of darkness claimed 

him for their own. That was the reflection that made you creepy 

all over. (p.63)

Having been overpowered by civilised value judgements, 

Marlow admits that one cannot understand the why and wherefore of 

Kurtz’s behaviour:

He had taken a high seat among the devils of the land. -I mean 

literally. You can’t understand. How could you? -with solid 

pavement under your feet, surrounded by kind neighbours ready 

to cheer you or to fall on you, stepping delicately between the 

butcher and the policeman, in the holy terror of scandal and 

gallows and lunatic asylums .... These Little things make all
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Llie difference. When Uiey are gone you mu.sl. fall b£ick upon 

your own iiuifite strength, upon your own capacity for 

faithfulness. (p.63)

But does Marlow himself understand? In the end, he does not. And 

that is why he goes back and utter the above words to the audience on 

the boat.

Marlow’s accusing stance reaches its culminating point where he 

talks of Kurt/,’s lack of restraint in an environment where he should 

have tried to exert the utmost prudence to shun the call of the 

wilderness. Wlien he realises tliat the round knobs on the stake.s 

around Kurtz’s cottage are actually decapitated human lieads, he 

utters what seems to be his final judgement on Kurtz:

They [human heads] showed that Mr Kurtz lacked restraint in 

the gratification of his various lusts, tliat there was 

something wanting in him -some small miitter which, when the 

pressing need arose, could not be found under his magnificent 

eloquence. Whether he knew of this deficiency himself 1 can’t 

say. 1 think tlie knowledge came to him at last -only at the very 

last. But the wilderness liad found him out early, and had taken 

on him a terrible veTigeance for the fantastic invasion. I 

think it had whispered to him things about Iiimself which he did 

not know, things of which he had no conception till lie took 

counsel with this great solitude -and the whisper had 

proved irresistibly fascinating. It echoed loudly within him 

because he was hollow at the core, (p,73-4)

One should always bear in mind the fact that Marlow utters
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tills judgeineiit on Kurtz aftor lie jfoes ba<;k. The judgement, theroifore, 

can be interpreted as an utterly candid one, Can it also be said 

that it is a true one? Yes, but only from Marlow’s viewpoint: the 

wilderness proved irresistible for Kurtz, it echoed loudly witliln him 

till he died, and it ecliood precisely because Kurtz was hollow.

II

But the obvious fact remains: Marlow, despite his final 

judgement, does go through a temporary identification with Kurtz. He 

accepts the nightmare Kurtz offers him at first.

This fact is foreshadowed by an intense sort of admiration 

Marlow feels for the black woman, a gorgeous, erotic creation of 

nature, who seems to charm Marlow:

She was savage and superb, wild-eyed and magnificent.... And in 

the hush that had fallen suddenly upon the whole sorrowful land, 

the immense wilderness, the colossal body of the fecund and 

mysterious life seemed to look at her, pensive, as though it had 

been looking at tlie image of its own tenebrous and passionate 

soul.... (l>, 77)

The charmed attitude Marlow assumes toward the black woman 

as a reflection of the wilderness has been observed by C.B. Cox as 

well:

Kurtz’s native woman appears to Marlow as a wild and goi'geous 

apparition. She is savage and superb, he tells us... treads the 

earth proudly, her body covered with barbarous ornaments.... For 

Marlow she embodies the spirit of the dark forests.
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The terrible frankriesKS beckons agaiiK Being the means with 

which Kurtz has his soul sealed to the wilderness, the black woman of 

the "inconcelvtible ceremonies of some devilish intimation’*(p.62)calls 

on Marlow as well to ’’brood over” and finally understand the 

’’inscrutable purpose” {p. 77).

And this time Marlow heeds the call. Aboard his steamboat 

Kurtz’s offering is accepted. The wilderness seems to have gained 

another disciple:

Ah! but it was something to have at least a choice of 

nightmares.... 1 had turned to the wilderness really, tiot to Mr 

Kurtz, who, I was ready to admit, was as good as buried. And for 

a moment it seemed to me as if I also were buried in a vast 

grave full of unspeakable secrets. (p«79)

The identification seems to have been acliieved at long last. 

Marlow, the individual, seems to have been able to do away with 

the superficial reality of civilisation and to have found the hidden 

truth in Kurtz, and finally to have accepted the nightmarisli, but 

true reality that Kurtz offers him. And at least for the time being, 

the fact tluvt Kurtz’s reality, tliat of tlie ijl free fi'om ail restraint 

and ready to perform ’’inconceivable ceremonies”(p.62) is also a 

nightmare does not matter at all. When Kurtz disappears from the 

steamboat, Marlow acknowledges the enormous effect of the incident on 

himself. Kurtz has come to mean so raucli to him:

What made this emotion so overpowering was -how shall 1 define 

it?“ the moral sliock I received, as if something altogether 

monstrous... had been thrust upon me unexpectedly.... I did not
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betray Mr Kurtz "-it was ordered 1 should never betray hiiri“ it 

was written I shouJd be loyal to the nightmare of my choice.

(p.81)

But does Marlow remain loyal to the ’’nightmare” of his choice? 

The betrayal of Kurtz is as much a spiritual matter as it is a 

physical one. The fact tliat Marlow tries to persuade Kurtz to go back 

to the steamboat amounts to a spiritual betrayal of Kurtz, and to 

an ultimate betiviyal of himself as well. By trying to break ’’the 

heavy mute spell of the wilderness that seemed to draw him 

[Kurtz ] to its pi tiless breast”(p,83), Marlow denies tJie reality 

of the identification between himself and Kurtz. The betrayal

happens, even though Marlow accepts the greatness of Kurtz; he is 

helpless before Kurtz, a man with the power to pierce the superficial: 

There was nothing either above or below him, and 1 knew it. He 

had kicked himself loose of the eiirth. Confound the man! He had 

kicked the very earth to pieces. He was alone, and I before him 

did not know whether I stood on the ground or floated in the 

air. (p.83)

To Marlow’s question whether lie understands the black woman’s cry 

and the natives’ response to it, Kurtz’s answer is simple: ”l)o I 

not?”(p.85). Simple enough, but with a world of meaning. Even though 

in his delirium Kurtz goes through a terrible conflict whetlier to go 

bcick to civilisation -as exemplified by his nonsensical talk in which 

he wants ”to have kings meet him”(p.86) on his return, or to

cling to his understanding of the nature of civilisation and man, he 

shows that he really understands the meaning of the cry in the end; he
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chooses dealh, uttering’ the words '’The horror! Tl\e horror!” twice 

(p.87).

At the moment of his deatl\, Kurtz’s cry points out the fact that 

he luis been able to face tlio most friglitening reali ty of all human 

existence -that there lies brutality and deception and a horrid lust 

for power within tlie heart of civilisation and man·

It is this reality that forces Kurtz to choose death as the only 

alternative out of a nightmare existence. And this is where tlie 

tragedy and victory of Kurtz are ac:knowledged by Marlow:

Ho had something to say. He said it. Since I had peeped over 

the edge myself, I understand better the meaning of his stare, 

that could not see the flame of tlio candle, but was wide 

enough to embrace the whole universe; piercing enough to

penetrate ¿ill the hearts that beat in darkness. He had

summed up -he }iad judged. ’’The horror!” He was a 

remarkable man. After all, this was the expression of some sort

of belief; it had candour, it had conviction... it had the

appalling face of a glimpsed truth .... It was an affirmation, 

a moral victory, paid for by innumerable defeats, by abominabJ.e 

terrors, by abominable satisfactions. But it was a victory!

(p.88-9)

Kurtz, who takes on a different significance as the reflection

of the totally destructive, but liidden element in the human

character, has this extraordinary ability to see through the deception 

of civilisation and man, and therefore chooses death. It is Marlow

who chooses to go back, to back out.
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Yet it is ti‘ue that he, too, goes through ¿1 life-or-death 

confrontation with the ultimate reality as a result of his 

indétermination as to whether to go back or to make the last stride:

1 have wrestled with death If such is the form of 

ultimate wisdom, tlien life is ¿1 greater riddle than some of us 

think it to be. I was within a hair^s breadth of the last 

opportunity for pronouncement, and 1 found with humiliation 

that probably I would have nothing to say. (p*88)

Marlow loses tlie possibility of a victory; after tlie illness, a 

result of his confusion, he finds that he has nothing to say. It 

is Kurtz who had something to say and who said it by dying. For the 

individual to die would be to assert his individuality in the true 

sense of the word. This Kurtz does, tlirougli liis death as a rejection 

of what lies beneath the exterior of civilisation and man.

Marlow’s final weakness to step over the edge reveals the fact 

tliat his quest for an identity fails. He has said before:’’The 

essentials of this affair lay deep under the surface, beyond my 

reach, and beyond my power of meddling”(p.51). As Lionel Trilling 

points out:

The fact that Kurtz could utter this cry at tlie point of deatli, 

while Marlow himself, when death threatens him, can know it only 

as a weary grayness, marks the difference between an 

ordinary man and a iiero of tlie spirit. Is this not the essence 

of tlie modern belief about tlie nature of the artist, the mcin 

who goes down into that hfill which is the historical 

beginning of the human soul, a beginning not outgrown but
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eaUulj] islicJil in Inimnnity <'is we know it, now, preferring Llie 

reality of this hell to the bland lies of the civilisation 

that has overlaid it?^

To repeat, Kurtz is the hero who understands all, and who 

chooses freely. He is the individual. Marlow loses the war. If he 

had not buried the essential truth of the matter, he would not have 

gone back and be complacent again, his quest for an identity and his 

need of assertion as an individual would find a satisfying answer, 

even thougli the answer be found in death.

So Marlow goes back. And the question crosses one’s mind; is 

it possible for Marlow to find contentment back where he started, 

back at the place he had deserted because of its deadness, and 

because of his heed for an identity? The description of the city he 

goes back to gives us an answer. He has a vision of Kurtz "before 

the high and ponderous door, between the tall houses of a street as 

still and decorous as a well-kept alley in a cemetery"(p.91).

The city is still as it was when lie had turned away from it. It 

is still a cemetery where the walking dead are buried. And Marlow 

comes to hate humanity, members of a dead entity.

They trespassed upon ray thoughts. They were intruders whose 

knowledge of life was to me an irritating presence because I 

felt so sure they could not possibly know the things I knew.

(p.B9)

Yet Marlow thinks that Kurtz’s vision and all that it asks 

for, e.g., "a moment of triumph for tlie wilderness, an invading and 

vengeful rush"(p.92), should be kept back for the walking dead in
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general, and for the "sa 1 vaL· ion” (p. 92) of the InLended in pcxrLicular.

The imagery of deciLh gathers more and more force as Marlow 

progresses deeper into the Intended’s house:

The tall marble fire[)lace had a cold and monumental wliiteness.A 

grand piano stood massively in a corner; with dark gleams on the 

surfaces like a sombre and polished sarcophagus. (p.92)

And then the InLended comes forward, with wliose entrainee the 

room seems ”to grow darker, as if ail the sad light of the cloudy 

evening liad taken refuge on lier forehead” (p. 93) . This Scid light

taking refuge on her foi'ehead attributes an Interesting quality to 

the Intended; in her person civilisation suffused with darkness 

under the surface seems to be represented. After ail, her ’’mature 

capacity for fideiity”(p.93) is a plaything of darkness. It belongs to 

an illusion:

That great and saving illusion that shone with an unearthly 

glow in tlie darkness, in the triumphant darkness from which I 

could not have defended her -from which I could not even defend 

myself, (p.95)

Therefore civilisation, and the members of it who feel

obligated to live within it, need a lie to live by to be able

to defend themselves.

Marlow, who has seen it all, who has even identified with the 

wilderness, provides the lie: ’’The iiist word he [Kurtz] pronounced 

was your name”(p.96).

Her name? Nowhere in tiie novel is tlie reader told her name, but

one imiiKMii atcily be corners aware that i (, is not Just ci m ¿it ter ot
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ubteriiig a mere name. Tliat name KurLz supposedly ubLers cimounLs Lo 

civilisation, its values, its restraint, its work, its superficial

reality; all that Kurtz detested. Marlow tells a deliberate lie in an 

attempt to defend liumcinity in general.

As to why he returns to ŵ iik among the walking dead, and why he 

tells the lie, Marlow tells the crew on board the Nellie:

It seemed to me that tlie heavens would collapse before 1 could 

escape [from the intended’s liouse], tiuit the heavens would fall 

upon my head. Ihit notliing hcippened. 'the liecivens do not fall for 

such a trifle. Would tliey have fallen, 1 wonder, if 1 had 

rendered Kurtz that justice wliich was liis due? Hadn’t he s£iid he 

wanted only justice? But 1 could not tell Iier. it would 

have been too d̂ vrk, -too dark altogetlier. (p.9G)

Miirlow has become a ’’civilised” man again. The newly- 

initiated member of society has now lost his one and only chance to 

find the inner truth of civilisation’s, and of man’s heart, as Kurtz 

was able to find it. Marlow has become one of tlie walking dead: an 

’’old knitter of black wool”(p.l8). ”Ave! ” Marlow, ’’Mori turi te 

sail! t̂ int” (p. 18).



Chapter 4 

Conclusions

Hecirt of Darkness revolves around the questions of what 

happens to the .individual when the external checks imposed on 

him by society are somehow lifted, and of wliether to try to

erect another barrier or; to give in to the wildernes. As Walter 

Alien sums up:

Fidelity is the barrier man erects against nothingness, 

against corruption, against evil which is all about him, 

indisidious, waiting to engulf him, and which is, in some

sense, within him unacknowledged. But what happens to a nicin

when the barrier breaks down, when the evil without is

acknowledged by the evil within, and fidelity is submerged? 

This, rather than fidelity itself, is Conrad’s theme at liis 

greatest.^

In this respect, both Mcirlow and Kurtz seem to go through

the same experience witli the qualification that the former Ccinnot 

help trying to erect another barrier in the end in the place of

the one he had broken through, while the latter chooses death in

contempt of the evil lying beneatli the e^q of civiliscition and 

man. Although Marlow is compelled to acknowledge the fact that 

somewhat curiously the foundations of intimacy between himself and 

Kurtz are laid, that there forms a bond between them, in tlie end lie 

iiuinages to exorcise Kui'tz, whom he senses he might become.

Heart of Darkness provides one with an insight into the hidden 

truth beneath the superficicility of walking life. Firstly, the journey

35
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up U>e Congo, as K.K. liutveii says, "is something in the nature of a 

psychic voyage into the innermost recesses of the iiiind...."̂  This 

journey into the unconscious is embarked upon by Marlow, whose 

difference from others around him lies in liis capacity for a greater 

power of moral discrimination and of perception. Crushed under the 

repressive burden of Victorian society which he senses is already 

dead, Marlow feels iiiraself compelled to assert himself as an 

individual and sets off in quest of the hidden truth in the 

human heart, e.g., the unconscious reality under the exterior.

Secondly, the Marlow of civilisation, the individual embarking 

on a journey within in consequence of his repression by society 

and hidden guilt-feelings arising from civilisation’s negation of 

other cultures, goes through a transformation during the journey. 

Although there are moments when, perhaps as a foreshadowing of his 

temporary identification with Kurtz, Marlow feels like responding to 

the "terrible frankness" (p.47), tlie merits he attaches to work and 

restraint get the better of liim until he meets Kurtz. Marlow has 

come to distrust him eis an individual who has lost his European 

integrity, and who lacks "restraint in the gratification of his 

various lusts"(p.73).

Thirdly, despite tlie fact that Marlow thinks of Kurtz as being 

hollow and lacking restraint, he comes to identify with him, who, as 

well as being a reflection of the Freudian id let loose due to a 

lack of external checks, takes on a truigic dimension in the end, 

Kurtz, who migliL have become just like the rest, cun see what lies 

bene¿vth tlie surface, can see the liorror of the lie in the lieart of
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çivi iisaLion and man, and chooses not to become like tiıo rest.

Doomed by Llie burden of the glimpsed truLh, KurLz cJıoüKses death ¿is

Lhe only altiii’iiciLive. Jle is the Iicro, the only one ¿ilive ¿uiiong the

walking deadt lie dies ci great hum¿xrı being. As Jolm Tessitore 

points out, Kurtz has confronted the "dark trutli.”  ̂ And he chooses to 

die, crying out twice the words, ”Tl)c horror! The horror!” (p. 87) *

Tessitore writes :

He [Kurtz] cried out twice. Perh¿^ps once for himself, perhaps 

once for cili the rest. ^

Lcistiy, Marlow goes b¿гck after ¿i nearly complete 

identification with Kurtz/the wilderness. The identification is only 

partial and temporary. Victorian complacency in particular, 

civilisation in gener¿ıl, ¿innihilates Marlow’s one ¿ind only chance 

to utter what Kurtz Wcis ¿ible to utter as to tlie inner trutli which 

mere incidents hide ’’luckily, luckily”(p.45). Now that Marlow has 

been able to exefeise his restraint, ¿ind exorcise the possibility of 

a possession by Kurtz/the wilderness, he becomes ’’civilised” again· 

Marlow’s lie to the Intended, to himself in fact, can only suggest 

one thing. This suggestion is, ¿According to R.A. Gekoski:

Tluit truth is unendurable in the context of everyday life, tluit 

what one needs in order to niciintain ¿in ¿Assurance of siifety and 

comfort is some sust¿ıining illusion to wliich one ('an be 

faithful, ^
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